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Abstract
Music, or in narrower sense, melodic contours of the aesthetically arranged pitches and the
respective durations attracts our cognition since the beginning and now shaping the way we think in
the complex life of culture. From evolutionary school of thoughts we could learn our perspective of
seeing the musical diversity of folk songs in Indonesian archipelago by hypothesizing the aligning
memes throughout the data sets. By regarding the memeplexes constructed from the the Zipf‐
Mandelbrot Law in melodic sequences and some mathematical characteristics of songs e.g.: gyration
and spiraling effect, we construct evolutionary steps i.e.: genetic algorithm as tools for generating
melodic sequences as an alternating computational methods to model the cognitive processes
creating songs. While we build a melodic‐contour generator, we present the enrichment on seeing
the roles of limitless landscape of creativity and innovation guided by particular inspirations in the
creation of work of art in general.
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“Music creates order out of chaos:
for rhythm imposes unanimity upon the divergent,
melody imposes continuity upon the disjointed,
and harmony imposes compatibility upon the incongruous”
Yehudi Menuhin

1. Prelude
Musical generation is a challenge for analyzing how human mind enjoys melodic sequences and
harmony. Growing music computationally far or less can bring us to the conjecture on how the
audible aesthetics has brought us into our realm for music. As a study directed to enhance our
understanding to culture in general, endeavor to finding out what hypothetically becomes the
elementary information in music (or roughly speaking, the melodic sequences) is a key point in
observing music in the nature of memetics. Some hypotheses have been proposed, though [12], and
while they have brought us to some conjectures revealing the complexity within music, they have
also pointing some musical characteristics (i.e.: meme) that could be acquired for some
experimental works on melodic generation. This is the interest of the paper, collaborating our
understanding of memeplexes comprising melodic sequences, the interface between melody and
computation, and our ability to enjoy beautiful music.
However, a lot of pioneering , yet different with those we present in the paper, have been initiated.
The interface of computation to MIDI has brought the possibility to incorporating cellular automata
to the creative processes on generating melodic sequences [3], while others present the acquisition
of one dimensional cellular automata for specific musical purposes, e.g.: the generation and
evolution of rhythmic patterns [2]. While some other authors see music as growing substance with a
kind of generative grammars [8] on creating pleasing melodies by using the fractal L‐System to be
interpreted as music [16].
It is interesting to find out that the self‐similarity of fractal geometry is confirmed in musical artifacts
[1, 10]. However, this musical characteristic also play important role in our presentation. A musical
property that directly or indirectly is related to the fact that melodious notational sequences could
be views in special arrays of fractal Brownian motion, a kind of “music walk” [16], an interesting
discovery showing us the anti‐persistent behavior of musical for the tendency not to have
monotonous melody in music compositions. These findings however, even further disclosing an
intrinsic property of music by analyzing the fractal aspects of music both rhythmic motions and
melody independently. The calculation thus brings the multifractal analysis for music [13].
While fractal geometry is widely used observing (and generating) music computationally, we also
should pay attention to the recognition of music as evolutionary. The science of networks for
musical representation in some cases have also been used for the analysis and representation
musical composition as well as generating melodies by acquiring our understanding in the model of
Genetic Algorithm [4].
Our presentation would be arranged in line to the works discussed above. The paper is structured as
follows. First things first, we discuss about the hypothetical of musical aspects that proposed to be
regarded as the elementary unit of song (i.e.: meme) along with some related reviewing arguments.
The next thing to be depicted is the generative process of the song by employing the memes
presented previously. The paper is ended by outlining some discussions and examples of song
generations in order to have particular concluding remarks for further works.
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2. Memes in Songs
“I'd like to think that when I sing a song,
I can let you know all about the heartbreak, struggle,
lies and kicks in the ass I've gotten over the years for being black and everything else,
without actually saying a word about it.”
Ray Charles

Songs are complex artifact in human culture. It is a reflection from the appreciation of human
cognition to the audible cultural realm. This is why observation to music or songs, especially the
seeking for the elementary unit comprising beautiful song is never easy. There are so many things in
life that is musical and pursuing the meme of the music is felt to be so much attached to this fact (cf.
[7]. However, computational processing and its interface with music (e.g.: Musical Instrument Digital
Interface) has brought a lot of possibility boosting our creativity in music in the past few decades [7].
Songs, when they are reduced in the interplay between pitches and the respective durations, thus
can be characterized by some elementary calculated variables.
The fact that the rank of pitches and durations would nicely follow the Zipf‐Mandelbrot fitting
equations as to,

f (r ) =

a
(1 + br )c

(1)

where there is a relation between the rank ( r ) and the frequency of usage ( f ( r ) ) in songs [8]: a
thing that previously has been confirmed so well in textual data. The findings for the gyration
coefficient as representation of the melodic contour in the phase diagram depicting the transitional
pattern of a note to another note, θ d (τ ) vs θ d (τ + 1) that formed a “trend line” depicting the “axis
of rotation” in song dynamics, calculated as,

n
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(2)

where α = tan −1 m and m is the slope of the trend line of linear equation, y = mx + c [5]. This
radial representation of musical pitches and durations could also be improved in order to get the
“spiraling effect” of a song – a variable named after the finding of the logarithmic spirals

ρ = a exp(bφ )

(3)

in the radial specific visualization of the sorted melodic representation (pitches and durations)
following

cot α =

dr
rdφ

(4)
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where [ r , ϕ ] denotes the radial coo
ordinates in tthe model [5 , 11].
As the sm
mallest unit off (cultural) infformation, memes in songgs should stan
nd for elementary concep
pts
covering the
t “interacttion” among pitches as well as the resspective duraation. The fitness of a son
ng
cannot bee seen from the
t chosen pitches
p
in a so
ong, but theyy way the pittches contribute along witth
others forrming the son
ng that is enjo
oyable. Thesee are interesting facts about memes in music that haas
brought the
t quantitattive elementaary unit in a song that is postulated tto be the meemes in songgs.
Empiricallly, the workk on Indoneesian traditio
onal songs have interesstingly show
wn how thosse
mathematical characteeristics used to differing ssongs from one
o folk songs to another related to th
he
e
[12]. This is shown in figu
ure 1, as th
he visual rep
presentation of Indonesiaan
diverse ethnicities
phylomem
metic tree of traditional
t
so
ongs.

FFigure 1
The phylo
omemetic tree o
of Indonesian traaditional songs.
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3. Generating Songs from Memes
“To study music, we must learn the rules. To create music, we must break them.”
Nadia Boulanger

Our understanding for the variables acting as the elementary unit forming enjoyable songs, we could
reverse the process of scrutinizing the existing songs into generative process. Here, our generator
works as a machine that generates melodious sequences from a pre‐defined one(s). The algorithmic
steps are simply depicted in figure 2, from the calculation of the mathematical coefficients of each
song to the generative process employing evolutionary process, i.e.: genetic algorithm.
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Figure 2
Algorithmic steps of the applied song generation.
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The input of the system
m could be a single song (o
or some melo
odic parts of tthe data). Calculation of th
he
nts is conductted in order to
t have the eevolutionary aim of the w
whole generatting processees.
coefficien
While onee input song to be re‐gen
nerated, we ccould use thee yield of calculation directly, but wheen
two or mo
ore songs aree going to be regenerated
r
altogether, th
he average vaalue is a possiibility,

∑ω M
i

mifitness =

j >1

N

(5)

where m i stands for the
t meme, be it i ∈ I  { Zipf‐Mande
elbrot coefficcients ( a , b, and/or c ), Rg ,

α

} . Thhenafter, the random seedding of initiatting population can be doone with bouundaries of thhe

highest and lowest pitches
p
of the
e reference songs to be regenerated
d. By adaptin
ng the genettic
algorithm
m process, we
w apply thee recombination probability ( pr ) baased upon the
t
iterativeely
calculated
d fitness valu
ue f k of the respective b
binary form of
o pitches and respective durations ( θ )
along with
h the mutatio
on rate ( pm )..

FFigure 3
The fitnesss landscape for each epoch in regeneration
r
of Javanese
J
song “suwe ora jamu”

As we havve noted preeviously, the binary repressentation of both pitches and duration
ns ( θ ) canno
ot
stand for their own sake, thus the calculation o
of the fitness value should be done collectively. Thu
us,
upon the available population, in every
e
iteratio
on of the genetic algorithm
m, we do ran
ndom samplin
ng
returning melodic seq
quences that are treated as song for the fitness reggarding to the evolutionary
aims wanted to be ach
hieved. We caan do Z timees of samplingg process, thu
us a fitness vaalue of a singgle
representtation in the population
p
caan be written as,
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fk =

1
Z

where

Z

∑[ f ]

k z

(6)

z

[ f k ]z

denotes the collective fitness from the z -th sampling procedure for specific k -th

binary representation of pitches and durations. The more sampling process we do in every fitness
calculation, the more detailed the respective fitness value of each representation relative to selected
sampled population. Thus after some epochs of generations, the generated melodic sequences are
in our hand. It is worth noting that in our algorithm, the length of generated melodic sequences, say
s , would always be smaller than the length of the recombining, mutating, and selected populations
in each epoch ( s < θ ).
For every evolutionary epoch, there are a constant, ε , denotes the number of “elite” of most fit
populations that are excluded from any recombination and mutation, but instead, have direct
offspring of the same memeplexes configurations. Those are special populations that will always be
chosen for each time selection process is held [9]. The elites are, however, replaced by other
memeplexes when in overall, a more fit ones comes up.
Our data of folk songs as shown in figure 1 thus can be treated as the songs bank from which we can
regenerate jingles by using the our generative algorithm. An exemplification result of our computer
simulation is shown in figure 3 for the regeneration of Javanese song “suwe ora jamu”. Our
generative steps showed a creativity landscape of songs re‐grown from a single folk song. This
heuristic landscape of fitness is shown in figure 3 presenting the fitness value of each generated
memeplexes. From the figure, we could see that in some epoch particular memeplexes with high
fitness are emerged. However, our selection for the generated song shall not based upon the fitness
value of individual memeplex from any epoch, but from the average fitness value overall the epoch
as shown in figure 4.

Figure 4
The average of fitness value in each epoch of our regeneration of Javanese song “suwe ora jamu”
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Figure 5
15 notes
n
generate
ed (below) from
m Javanese “Su
uwe Ora Jamu”” (above)

4. Discusssions
“Heear my song. People
P
won't you listen no
ow? Sing along
g!
You
Y don't know
w what you'rre missing now
w.
An
ny little song that you kno
ow
Everythin
ng that's sma
all has to grow
w.
…and itt has to grow
w!”
Led Zeppelin

The comp
putational generating proccess yield thee note matrixx that can bee evaluated in
n the standarrd
Musical In
nstrument Diigital Interfacce as shown in
i figure 5. Frrom the figurre we can see how a singgle
Javanese song “Suwe Ora
O Jamu” is regenerated in our evoluttionary algoriithm by the ruling fitness of
o
the Zipf‐M
Mandelbrot coefficients, gyration
g
effecct, and the sp
piraling effectt of the song which are th
he
hypothetiical memes siince the begin
nning.

Figure 6
A
Alpha
Spiraling Effect of the o
original song an
nd the generatted one
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In advancce, the spiralin
ng effect of the source song and the geenerated onee is shown as comparison in
figure 6. It
I is obvious that the generated one aand the sourcce fit the similar spiraling effect, a thin
ng
that is alsso exhibited when
w
we seee the fitting o
of Zipf‐Mande
elbrot equatio
on for both the
t source an
nd
the generrated song in figure 7.

Figure 7
The fittting of the Zip
pf‐Mandelbrot of the generatted and the source song of Jaavanese “Suwee Ora Jamu”

5. Finale
“A goo
od composer does
d
not imita
ate; he stealss.”
Igor Stravinssky

The fitnesss landscape of
o the whole evolutionaryy processes in
n our algorithm is actually can be vieweed
as creativvity landscap
pe [13]. It reflects
r
the possibility of
o pitches' (w
with respecttive duration
ns)
acquisitions in the generative
g
process. Noneetheless, the
e landscape is thus bou
unded by th
he
evolutionary aims calcculated from the
t mathemaatical charactteristics of song(s) we used
d as referencce.
In fact, that
t
is positively the creeative processs work. Thee referred songs can bee seen as th
he
'inspiratio
on' of the gen
nerative (or we
w may denote it as the writing
w
processs) of songs. The
T referentiial
songs cou
uld be retrievved This alleggory thus beccomes our waay of workingg and inquiryy in the furtheer
work aheead. Let the limitless of creativity
c
wo
orks that is governed
g
by the sources of inspiration,
referencees, or previouss works of artt inducing thee whole creattion of the neew works of art.
a
The 'inspiring' one caan be two orr more songss, and even a slightest short melodicc contour. Th
he
creation of
o arts could be
b roughly se
een as the ressult of state of
o aesthetic m
mixture betweeen the infinitte
horizon of
o human cognitive processs and the insspiring workss attracting (o
or sometimess repelling) th
he
conjectures of creativitty.
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TUTU KODA

APUSE

GENERATION OF “TUTU KODA” & “APUSE”

Figure 8
Regeneration of Papuan Traditional Songs by averaging the memeplexes between “Tutu Koda” and “Apuse”.
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An exemplification we present here is the mixing memeplexes of two Papuan songs: 'tutu koda' and
'apuse'. Both are neighbors in the cluster of songs from eastern‐side of Indonesian archipelago in the
phylomemetic tree drawn on figure 1 . The two songs and the generated one are shown in figure 8.
We have seen how we can exploit our understanding on the hypothetical elementary unit of
information in songs in generative art of songs. This process also could also give an alternative
explanation by practical demonstration about how the creativity as well as the inspirations plays the
role in the progress of creating works of art. In big picture and larger context, this has shown how
the borderless creativity and innovative thinking ahead, especially in the way we can appreciate,
create, or even just enjoy melodic contours or music in general. The great future is ahead of us.
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